Year 5 Distance Learning Science
Week 10
Dear Year 5,
I am regretfully letting you know that this is your last week of Science Distance learning 
We have had three weeks of fun filled practical activities to link to your learning, hopefully
helping you become confident investigators and excellent scientists. This week it will be a
fun filled week of research and QUIZES!!!! Its ok, try and contain your excitement ;)
Try your hardest for each quiz, get your family members involved and let me know your
results! Don’t forget to send in any of your work that you would like me to see.
Kind Regards
Mrs. Ali

WALT: Make observations, record findings and draw conclusions, as natural scientists .
Circle of life Research Task.
•

•

•

TASK: Create a Biography by researching a significant naturalist or animal behaviourist and create a poster that showcases their life, achievements
and significance.
Web links
David Attenborough from www.bbc.co.uk
Jane Goodall Org from www.janegoodall.org.uk
Jane Goodall from http://video.nationalgeographic.com
What is a natural scientist?
A natural scientist, or naturalist, studies natural history, i.e. the study of plants and animals by observation rather than by experimentation. An
animal behaviourist makes a scientific study of everything an animal does (from amoebae to gorillas!), so again they observe very carefully.
Can you name any scientists who are naturalists or animal behaviourists?
You may have seen many of these people presenting natural history programmes on the television.
What sort of behaviour or processes of animals and plants might be studied? Feeding, sleeping, finding/building shelter, interacting with other
members of their species or with other animals, reacting to stimuli, playing, fighting, learning skills, mating or reproducing, excreting, etc. All things
to do with being alive, well and happy!
Go out into your garden, local woodland or park or garden and sit and observe nature. You need to sit comfortably and remain still and quiet. What
can you see? What can you hear? What can you smell?
Quietly write notes about things you spot –move slowly as you write so as to not disturb any wildlife. Hopefully over 10-15 minutes birds and minibeasts should be seen and heard. Not everything you hear will be natural –You may hear and see vehicles on nearby roads, or planes in the sky - You
have just been a natural scientist!

•

Watch the clip of David Attenborough presenting one of his natural history programmes -these programmes introduce people who are not scientists
to many interesting and wonderful aspects of animal and plant life. People can see things happening or visit places virtually which they are unlikely to
see or visit themselves.
The programmes take a long time to make – the naturalists and film crew have to be very patient and can spend long hours waiting to capture a
particular behaviour on film; they are filmed in often quite extreme conditions or difficult to access places; some of the plants and animals are rare or
timid (in the case of animals) or the behaviour only happens at night (so sometimes infra-red cameras are used).
Jane Goodall is an expert on primates, particularly well-known for her work with chimpanzees. Listen to her talking about her life in the links above.
She started working with just a notebook and binoculars – observing carefully.

•

Your Task: You will research and make notes on one of the naturalists shown to you in Scientific illustrations exhibition:
You will create a biography of your chosen naturalist that showcases their life achievements and significance as natural scientist.

Scientific illustrations exhibition:

Earth Sun and Moon Quiz
1)What shape are the Earth, Sun and Moon?
2. Which is largest, the Earth, Sun or Moon?
The Earth
The Sun
The Moon
3. How long does it take the Earth to travel once around the Sun?

12. What do we call an object that is in orbit around a planet?
a star
a satellite
a comet

13. Which is the third planet from the Sun?
14. Which force keeps the planets in orbit?

4. How long does it take the Moon to travel once around the Earth?
5. How long does it take the Earth to turn once on its axis?
6. Which part of the Earth is in daylight?
The part facing the Sun
The part facing away from the Sun
The part facing the Moon
7. Which of these is NOT true?
The Sun rises in the east and sets in the west
The Sun is highest in the sky at midday
The Sun moves westwards around the Earth
8. Why does the Moon seem to change shape?
Because it gets bigger and smaller
Because we only see the part of the Moon that is lit by the Sun
Because sometimes it is cloudy

15. The orbits of the planets are:
perfect circles
slightly squashed circles
square
16. Describe the temperature of;
a. Neptune, the furthest planet from the Sun.
b. Mercury, the closest planet to the Sun.
17. Why is a day on Mars about 37 minutes longer than a day on Earth?
Martian watches don't keep very good time.
Mars spins more slowly on its axis than Earth does.
Mars spins faster on its axis than Earth does.

18. In which direction does the Earth spin?
from west to east.
from east to west.
from north to south.

9. Imagine you were standing underneath a tree. When would the shadow 19. Why do we have seasons on Earth?
of the tree be shortest?
the Earth is closer to the Sun in summer than it is in winter.
At sunrise
the Sun is brighter in summer than it is in winter.
At midday
the Earth's axis is tilted.
At sunset
10. Why, in some parts of the world, are the days longer in the summer
than in the winter?
Because the Earth is tilted as it moves around the Sun
Because the Sun gets brighter in the summer
Because the Earth spins more slowly in the summer
11. Which is the smallest?
a planet
a star
a galaxy

20. Which phase of the Moon is this?
Full Moon/ New Moon/Crescent Moon.

Forces and States of Matter Quiz :
•
•

• Kahoot Quiz
Click the link below to take part in a fun quiz about forces and states of matter!
Remember I can see how you do, write your own name when playing and no nick
names!

• https://kahoot.it/challenge/04118161?challen
ge-id=17b284f9-2592-4250-928a182f375c2cdd_1593080628051
• Game PIN: 04118161

Cycle of Life Quiz (Animals and Plants)
1. Why is reproduction a necessary part of the life cycle?
If it did not reproduce, a species would become extinct
Without reproduction, there would be too many of each species
If it did not reproduce, there would not be any young animals to look after the older animals
Without reproduction, animals would not continue to grow and develop
2. Which of these is the correct order of an insect's life cycle?
Egg → Larva → Pupa → Adult
Larva → Pupa → Egg → Adult
Egg → Pupa → Larva → Adult
Adult → Egg → Pupa → Larva
3. Which of the following is not a stage in an animal's life cycle?
Birth
Reproduction
Feeding
Death
4. Gestation is another name for pregnancy. Which of these animals has the longest gestation period?
Dog
Rat
Elephant
Human
5. A butterfly larva is called a caterpillar. In its next stage, what happens to the caterpillar?
It dies
It changes into a chrysalis
It reproduces
It changes into a butterfly
6. Which adult animal looks very different when it is young?
Lion
Frog
Turtle
Elephant
7. Which of the following species gives birth to live young?
Robins
Crocodiles
Mosquitoes
Mice
8. In the human life cycle, which stage comes after childhood and before adulthood?
Toddler
Maturity
Infancy
Adolescence
9. Different animals have different life spans. Approximately how long is the average human life span?
Between 10 and 20 years
Between 30 and 40 years
Between 50 and 60 years
70 years or more
10. Cats give birth to kittens. The young of which of the following animals are also known as kittens?
Horses
Trout
Rabbits
Lions
11. What happens if seeds are planted too closely together?

None of the seeds will grow
The young plants struggle to compete for moisture and nutrients
Only one seed will grow
The young plants will be healthier
12. Why do plants need sunlight?
Plants use sunlight to make food
Sunlight makes plants warm
Sunlight allows plants to flower
Sunlight keeps plants from getting too wet
13. Which of the following is true?
All plants grow from seeds
All plants have flowers
All plants can reproduce
All plants have fruit
14. What is dispersal?
The ripening of a seed pod
The method by which a plant spreads its seeds
The transfer of pollen to the stigma
The length of time it takes a seed to germinate
15. Which part of a flowering plant is male?
Stamen
Stigma
Petals
Seeds
16. What do seeds need in order to germinate?
Water and soil
Sunlight and soil
Water and warmth
Sunlight and warmth
17. Which of the following words describes the moment a seed begins to grow?
Pollination
Dispersal
Flowering
Germination
18. Which part of a flowering plant grows into a fruit?
Petals
Stem
Seed
Ovary
19. Flowering plants produce many seeds which never grow. Why do they do this?
Because many of the seeds are defective
Because some of the seeds will not have enough soil to germinate
Because many of the seeds will be eaten by animals, blown away by the wind, or washed away
Because some seeds will not receive enough food to survive
20. Which of the following plants disperses its seeds by wind?
Beech trees
Dandelions
Apple trees
Poppies

Create your own Science Quiz for Year
5.
• I would like you to pick your favorite area of
science.
• Create a; 20 questions, quiz based on the
knowledge you have gained or researched
regarding your topic, and send it in to the Year 5
inbox. I will look at these and publish them on the
website for every one else in Year 5 to complete!
• Keep it challenging; you can type it on word,
create a PowerPoint presentation, create a quiz
board game or even write out the questions- be
creative.

